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Is Life for us is better than it was for our forefathers? Day before Yesterday a

mother got weepy when she wanted to see the face of her son, yesterday

she weeps having son's photo in hands and today she can get a smile after

clicking a button for video conferences. Long days before people were living

in caves and eating raw foods. When stone era moved forward then wooden

homes cam and cooked food. Wooden era passed and semi developed era

came; people became educated and followed many philosophies. 

Many years philosophical era, a developed era came and people reached the

moon. Now we are in super developed era and moving towards exploration

of new worlds. Take travel, for instance. In the time of our forefathers, there

were no railways or steamships or aeroplanes, no bicycles or motor-cars, or

even  no  good  roads.  They  traveled  slowly  on  horseback  or  in  carts  and

carriages, and sailing ships. There was no postal system, so letters were rare

and costly luxuries; no telegraph, no telephone, no wireless or broadcasting. 

Nearly all goods were hand-made, as there was no steam-driven machinery

to manufacture multitudes of cheap goods. Houses were lit by candles, for

there was no electric light.  Of medical science there was little and public

sanitation was unknown. In consequence dirt and disease were rife in village

and town. There were no fully equipped hospitals, no trained nurses, but few

qualified doctors. Most of the poor could neither read nor write, for education

was the privilege of the rich. 

Books were few and expensive. As to amusements, there were no cinemas

and no gramophones. Life in those days must have been dull and slow. So

far, the answer seems to be an emphatic affirmative. Surely with all these

advantages of our modern life, the life today must be incomparably better in
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every  way  than  that  of  our  poor  forefathers.  No  doubt,  in  comfort,

convenience,  interest,  variety,  general  health  and  well-being,  we  are

superior. Are we, however, really happier than our forefathers? I doubt it. 

In this mechanical age, life is all noise and bustle, hurry and racket, roar and

rush. There is a fever in our blood. We are restless and unsatisfied, ever and

ever seeking for some new things. We have lost the quiet, and the sheer

pleasures of the old days. And the sense of security has gone. There is fear

in our hearts. The machines of our science have given us a threat to destroy

us. Bombing aeroplanes and poison gases make war a terror. And war may

be on us at any moment: that will destroy our civilization. 
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